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Abstract: Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in the U.S. with survival
dramatically depending on stage at diagnosis. We had earlier reported that nanocytology of
buccal cells can accurately risk-stratify smokers for the presence of early and late-stage lung
cancer. To translate the technique into clinical practice, standardization of operating
procedures is necessary to consistently yield precise and repeatable results. Here, we develop
and validate simple, robust, and easily implementable procedures for specimen collection,
processing, etc. in addition to a commercially-viable instrument prototype. Results of this
work enable translation of the technology from academic lab to physicians’ office.
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1. Introduction
With an estimated 224,390 new cases in 2016, Lung Cancer is the leading cause of cancer
deaths among Americans resulting in over 158,080 new deaths in 2016 [1]. Five year survival
rates (~15%) are dictated by the stage at diagnosis (stage 1 ~90%, stage 4 ~2%). Only 16% of
cancers are diagnosed at a localized stage (stage 1) since most patients only seek medical
attention for symptoms that are harbingers of an advanced, incurable disease. Smoking is the
most prevalent risk factor, which accounts for ~90% of lung cancers in men and ~80% in
women. If diagnosed early, patients with lung cancer have good survival rates. Lung cancer is
an ideal malignancy for screening because the at-risk population (current/former smokers) is
well defined.
Standard approaches for lung cancer screening currently lack sensitivity [2]. In particular,
the sensitivity of sputum cytology is affected by the difficulty of specimen collection (only
induced sputum based methods), the low number of diagnostic cells in sputum (akin to
finding a needle in a haystack), and the experience of a cytologist [3–5]. The use of
circulating tumor cells (CTCs) for screening has similar drawbacks, including the low yield of
CTCs in early stages of cancer, the purity of CTCs, and the complex isolation procedures [6,
7]. Bronchoscopy has potential for identifying early tumors in the central airways via
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autofluorescence. However, bronchoscopy is invasive, expensive, and insensitive to
peripheral lesions [8]. Recently, low-dose CT (LDCT) for lung cancer has gained significant
interest, and in a recent study of ~50,000 patients, LDCT led to a 20% drop in deaths from
lung cancer [9–12]. This spurred the USPSTF to recommend using LDCT for screening for
lung cancer in high-risk patients [13]. However, false positives are the major challenge in the
clinical implementation of LDCT; the incidental finding is associated with anxiety, cost and
complications of unnecessary procedures. Moreover, with a lung cancer prevalence rate of
~1% in smokers, it is impractical to screen the entire at-risk population using LDCT. Thus a
simple, accurate and minimally-intrusive tool that can be performed in a primary care
physician’s (PCP) office to risk stratify patients for further LDCT screening is urgently
needed.
Our approach to lung cancer risk-stratification is based on the detection of lung field
carcinogenesis. In its simplest form, field carcinogenesis is the concept that the
genetic/environmental milieu that results in a neoplastic lesion in one area of the organ is
diffusely present either in the organ itself or neighboring organs that share the same “field of
injury” [14]. That is, a fertile environment of abnormal genetic modifications is primed for
individual tumor and lesion growth. Therefore, the cells in the neoplastic field can be used to
identify and study the earliest events in cancer progression [15, 16]. Lung cancer epitomizes
the field carcinogenesis. The entire aero-digestive mucosa is “condemned” by tobacco
exposure, leaving patients with lung cancer at risk for synchronous or metachronous new
neoplastic lesions in the lungs. One pathway for lung carcinogenesis is the alteration, from
smoking, of gene expression throughout the microscopically normal bronchial epithelium
[17]. For example, the potential screening applications have been underscored by a landmark
report by Spira et al. [18] on the microarray analysis from visually normal right mainstem
bronchial epithelium from smokers with and without concurrent lung cancer [18]. While the
bronchial epithelium clearly shows promise for identifying lung field carcinogenesis, it is far
too intrusive for screening. From an accessibility and practicality point of view, the oral and
nasal epithelia are more attractive candidate sites. The oral and nasal epithelia are exposed to
the same field of injury (i.e., tobacco smoke) as the bronchial epithelium and are encompassed
in lung field carcinogenesis [19]. Indeed, Sidransky has espoused a concept that the oral
cavity is a “molecular mirror” of the bronchial epithelium [20] with several evidences
supporting this concept [18, 21–25]. While there are numerous reports on the buccal mucosa
as a marker for lung cancer, only a handful of reports focus on its diagnostic performance
[26]. Thus, there is a strong proof of principle that buccal interrogation can be used to predict
lung cancer, despite the inadequacy of current markers for clinical use.
This manuscript is based on a novel cancer risk-stratification technique, Partial Wave
Spectroscopic (PWS) nanocytology, which quantifies the statistical properties of intracellular
nanoarchitecture. Using this PWS nanocytology technique, our group has demonstrated that
an increase in the ‘disorder of cell nanoarchitecture’ is one of the earliest events in
carcinogenesis, preceding any known microscale and molecular alterations [27–36].
Importantly, this is a property of early-stage tumor cells as well as a marker of field
carcinogenesis [30, 33–36]. Our goal was to develop a new cancer risk stratification paradigm
where the presence of a cancerous tumor is detected by a simple swab of histologically
normal cells from an easily accessible surrogate site via PWS identification of field
carcinogenesis. Data from more than 1000 patients in multiple cancer types (colon, lung,
pancreas, esophagus, ovarian etc.) shows that PWS analysis of cells from surrogate sites could
discriminate between cancer-free and cancer-harboring patients. For example, the presence of
risk for lung cancer can be detected by a simple buccal swab of histologically normal buccal
(cheeks) cells. Our preliminary data from 135 patients showed that buccal PWS analysis
could discriminate between cancer-free smokers vs. lung cancer patients with a single PWS
marker [36].
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As discussed above, buccal PWS shows promise to be a low-cost, highly-sensitive,
minimally-invasive, population-wide risk stratification test for lung cancer. However, a
number of steps are needed to translate the technology from the academic setting into clinical
practice. In this manuscript, we report a simple, easy to use, standardized protocol for buccal
PWS that was developed using 653 human buccal specimens from clinical patients and
healthy volunteers. Similarly, we report developing a commercialization ready PWS
nanocytology prototype that can acquire a patient specimen in a clinically acceptable time of
~30 minutes. We have validated both our instrument and the standardized protocol in a
clinical study performed on 37 human subjects containing 11 smokers with no cancer present
and 26 smokers with lung cancer. Our results indicate that the new standardized protocol
reduces the user variability and inter-patient/intra-patient variability and has the diagnostic
performance that is comparable to those reported in the preliminary results. The next step will
be to perform a multi-center clinical validation trial that would form the basis for the eventual
regulatory approval.
2. Methods
2.1 PWS nanocytology: a new technique to study cell nanostructure
The resolution of conventional microscopic histopathology is limited to ~200 nm. In order to
assess the nanoscale alterations due to field carcinogenesis, PWS nanocytology couples
spectroscopy with microscopy [27]. The principles of PWS nanocytology are discussed in
multiple publications [27, 33–43], and here we provide only a brief summary. The technique
is grounded in the finding that while sub-diffractional length scales are not resolvable, they
are still detectable through the analysis of elastically scattered light. At a given location within
a cell, the refractive index (RI) n is proportional to the local density (ρ) of macromolecules
(proteins, DNA, RNA) with the refraction increment nearly independent of the chemical
composition [44]. Therefore, the spatial variations of macromolecular density can be
measured once the fluctuations of RI are known.
The goal of PWS nanocytology is to measure the nanoscale structure within biological
cells which cannot be otherwise imaged using conventional optics-based techniques. Hence, a
high sensitivity to subdiffractional RI variations and a minimal sensitivity to larger length
scales are both required. To achieve this objective, PWS nanocytology performs spectral
analysis on images recorded from a reflected-light bright-field microscope with a spectrallyresolved image acquisition, a small-to-moderate numerical aperture (NA) of light incidence,
and a large NA of light collection. In the vertical direction, RI of the sample is matched on
one side and mismatched at the other, which is achieved by depositing fixed biological cells
on glass microscopy slides and exposing their top surface to air. The wavelength-dependent
signal registered by each pixel of the microscope image represents the optical interference
between a reference wave and the light scattered from all RI variations within an intracellular
volume defined by the spatial coherence in the transverse plane and the cell thickness
longitudinally. The second order statistic Σ2 of the recorded interference spectra is used to
measure the statistics of the spatial variations of intracellular macromolecular density using
equations in Ref [37]. with sensitivity to RI correlation length LC ~20 - 200 nm [45]. For
small LC, Σ is proportional to the characteristic lengthscale of macromolecular arrangement LC
and the standard deviation of RI fluctuations δn. For large LC, Σ becomes independent of the
sample’s characteristic lengthscale. Therefore, the signal registered from small LC is not
weighed down by that obtained from large LC. Moreover, the structural changes at length
scales >200nm, which are naturally resolved in the microscope image, do not affect Σ [37].
Once the spectrally-resolved image is acquired, Σ is calculated for each pixel yielding the
Σ(x,y) spatially-resolved map quantifying the macromolecular density distribution inside the
cell. A higher Σ implies a more heterogeneous density distribution: both LC and δn increase.
For example, when PWS is used to image the cell nucleus, Σ probes higher order chromatin
structure which is intimately related to global gene transcription underscoring its importance
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in cancer biology [41, 43]. Nanoscale morphology of the chromatin with a higher Σ appears
rough and clumped [29]. Similar alterations at larger, micron scales (“rough chromatin”) are a
widely used histological marker of dysplasia and malignancy [46, 47].
2.2 High-throughput PWS (HT-PWS) instrument
The HT-PWS nanocytology instrument is discussed in detail in [48], while here we provide a
brief summary. HT-PWS is a reflected-light bright-field microscope with spectrally-resolved
image acquisition, a moderate NA of light incidence (NA = 0.3), and a large NA of light
collection (NA = 0.6). The HT-PWS instrument uses Köhler illumination scheme for the
uniformity of illumination light intensity across the field of view and a high-speed acoustooptical tunable filter (AOTF, Orlando, Florida) to selectively filter the wavelength of the
illuminating light from 450 to 700nm (step size 1nm, filter bandwidth 3nm) and achieve
wavelength-resolved image acquisition. As a result, three-dimensional data cubes (x, y, λ) are
saved representing the raw data from every measurement [48].
To maximize the speed of PWS data acquisition and minimize user-intensive work, highspeed automated hardware controlled via custom-written software (Matlab, Mathworks, Inc.)
was implemented [48]. The automated hardware includes: (i) two linear sample stages (Zaber
Technologies) for scanning the sample in the transverse plane, (ii) one linear stage (Zaber
Technologies) for moving the sample stage longitudinally and automatically focusing the
image, and (iii) one objective turret for switching between low-magnification (10X, UPlanFL
N, Olympus) mapping of full specimen slides and high-magnification (40X) imaging of PWS
data acquisition. The custom-developed software includes (i) automated low-magnification
slide-mapping for the user to interactively choose the cells suitable for the study followed by
(ii) automated collection of PWS data from the selected cells, (iii) automated microscope
focusing before any data acquisition, and (iv) automatic registration of transmission images of
all cells used in the study using the transmission arm. A brief discussion of the translation
from the HT-PWS system to the commercial-ready PWS system is made in the Results and
Discussion section. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the HT-PWS instrument and the
optical path while Fig. 1(b) shows the work flow of the buccal PWS nanocytology using the
HT-PWS system.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the Partial Wave Spectroscopic (PWS)Microscopy instrument. White
light is incident from a Xenon (Xe) lamp using Kohler illumination microscope light path
(PWS Optics)| through the objective (OBJ) onto the sample. Spectrally-resolved microscope
image is registered on a charge coupled device (CCD)| camera using a spectral filter (SF, either
a slit spectrometer or a liquid-crystal tunable filter). TL denotes atube lens. (b) Measurement
work flow of the buccal partial wave spectroscopic (PWS) nanocytology.
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2.3 Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.) computing software. Raw PWS
nanocytology data is a three-dimensional matrix (x, y, λ), comprised of reflectance spectra for
every pixel (x, y), recorded at wavelengths from 450 to 700nm with 1nm step size. The raw
spectra were processed using a low-pass butterworth filter of 6th order with a frequency
cutoff 0.2. To calculate two-dimensional maps Σ(x,y) for each measurement, a second-order
polynomial was fitted to and subtracted from each spectrum, eliminating the effects of surface
roughness [49], followed by a standard deviation calculation to yield Σ(x,y). Finally, a region
of interest consisting of the central 50% of cellular area was selected using a custom-written
automated software and the mean Σ across pixels within the selected area was calculated. The
patient mean Σ was calculated as the average Σ of all measured cells after outlier removal was
performed (Outliers were defined as Σ values that were either above Q3 + 1.5*IQR, or below
Q1-1.5*IQR, where Q1 and Q3 are first and third quartiles respectively and IQR is the
interquartile range of data distribution for the particular patient.)
2.4 Statistical analysis
The number of cells per specimen needed to acquire for the Confidence Interval on mean Σ
(defined in 2.3) to be <5% of the difference between lung cancer and control subjects is ~30.
The other statistical analyses were performed as follows: intra-patient variability was defined
as the standard deviation of the 30 Σ values calculated from different cells measured from the
same patient relative to their across-cell mean value. In turn, inter-patient variability was
defined as the standard deviation of mean Σ values calculated from different patients within
the same diagnostic category relative to their across-patient mean value. P-values were
calculated using an in-built function ttest2, performing Student’s unpaired t-test assuming
unequal variances of the two data sets. Effect size (ES) was calculated as the difference
between the means of two groups in the units of the cumulative standard deviation, defined as
the square root of the sum of variances of the two groups. As an example, an Effect size >
80% is considered to be very good when comparing the differences between two groups while
the Effect size < 30% is considered to be poor. In the entire manuscript, Effect size is
considered a major statistical parameter to compare the diagnostic difference between patients
with and without lung cancer. Correlation between two predictors per one observation (here,
Σ of superficial and Σ of intermediate cells) was evaluated using Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient for the two sets of values. For the multivariate analysis, a linear
regression model was used to combine the two predictors per observation, after which an inbuilt function perfcurve was used to generate the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve that illustrates the true positive and the false positive rates at various diagnostic
threshold settings, calculate the area under the curve (AUC), and determine the sensitivity and
specificity of the diagnostic test based the optimal threshold value.
2.5 Clinical recruitment and protocol
The patient categories in this study included: healthy volunteers, smokers with no lung
cancers and smokers with lung cancer. The lung cancer patients were selected across different
stages (Stage I-IV) and across different histologies of cancer (non-small cell lung cancer,
small cell lung cancer, adenocarcinoma etc). Lung cancer patients were recruited based on
confirmed histological diagnosis post-surgery but prior to any therapy.
The protocol defined for the preliminary academic study to process all clinical subject
samples followed: (a) Collection – samples were collected at the clinical site using a
Cytobrush (Coopersurgical, CT), (b) Deposition – samples were deposited on a glass slide at
the clinical site using a smear technique, (c) Fixation – samples were fixed on the slide at the
clinical site in 95% ethanol, (d) Transport – temperature controls were not applied when
samples were transported, (e) Storage – samples were stored at 4°C until they were stained
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and data was acquired, (f) Staining – samples were stained (conventional Haematoxylin and
Cytostain) in the lab without any significant restrictions on time of staining from the time of
fixation.
After extensive conversations with physicians and clinical coordinators, it was understood
that the sample collection and processing protocol that was used in the preliminary academic
study had limitations for successful translation into clinical practice. These limitations
include: (a) user variability of smearing cells onto the glass slide (e.g., variability in brushing
pressure, number of rotations etc.), (b) extensive cell transfer and sample fixation processes at
the physician office, and (c) inadequate control over transport and storage conditions. These
limitations are addressed by developing a more robust and easy to implement protocol which
is discussed in detail in sections 3.1 to 3.3.
3. Results and discussion
In order to successfully translate the buccal PWS nanocytology into clinical practice, we first
developed a simple and robust process workflow (Fig. 2). The first step in the process
involves shipment of a collection kit, consisting of critical cell collection and storage
components, to clinical sites for collection of a patient specimen. After the PCP prescribes the
lung test, the nurse/clinical coordinator will collect the sample and ship them to the
centralized lab. In the centralized lab, the samples will be processed and analyzed, after which
the test report will be electronically sent to the PCP office. Once the test results are received,
the PCP will review the results and suggest the next step for the patients.
In order to implement this process flow and develop a standard operating procedure, our
group improved the individual steps involved in the protocol discussed in Section 2.5. This
involves (i) designing a robust cell collection and deposition technique to reduce the
variability due to traditional manual deposition process, (ii) determining the optimal storage
and transport conditions such as the storage temperature, time of storage of the patient
specimens, etc., (iii) developing optimal fixation and staining to optimize the sample
processing conditions, (iv) defining a robust cell selection criteria to reduce the variability of
the PWS measurements and to improve the overall diagnostic performance.

Fig. 2. Work flow of the buccal partial wave spectroscopic (PWS) nanocytology process that
will enable clinical translation of the technology.
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3.1 Optimal characteristics for a good quality specimen slide
Development of standard operating procedures requires identification of specimen
characteristics that contribute to the diagnostic performance. To identify these characteristics,
samples were obtained from 49 clinical patients (smokers without lung cancer = 32; smokers
with lung cancer = 17) following the protocol discussed in Section 2.5. In this study 150-200
cells were acquired from each patient specimen slide. The cells were further classified into the
following categories based on its characteristics: (i) Non-overlapping, unfolded, isolated cells,
(ii) Overlapping and folded cells, (iii) Cells with a visible and prominent nuclei, and (iv) Cells
with no nuclei present. Figure 3 illustrates examples of cells that are overlapping (Fig. 3(a)),
folded within itself (Fig. 3(b)), and non-overlapping (Fig. 3(c)) with the corresponding Σ
images (Fig. 3(d)-3(f)). The patient specimen slides that had < 20 cells in any of these
categories were removed from the final diagnosis. The results indicated that the nonoverlapping and non-folded cells with a prominent, centrally-located nucleus have a much
better diagnostic performance (Effect size = 96%; Sensitivity = 89%; Specificity = 90%) than
the cells that are folded, overlapping, or with no nuclei present (Effect size = 38%; Sensitivity
= 67%; Specificity = 75%). Importantly, the folded cells had a much higher intercellular
variability of Σ (> 40%) compared to the unfolded cells (~25%).
These observations were further validated in two independent studies. The first study
comprising 17 patients (12 smokers without lung cancer; 5 smokers with lung cancer) yielded
poor diagnosis (ES < 30%) due to folded and overlapping cells chosen for analysis. In the
second study comprising 73 patients (41 control patients without lung cancer; 32 patients with
lung cancer), choosing non-overlapping and non-folded isolated cells yielded a high
diagnostic performance (ES ~90%).

Fig. 3. Examples of buccal squamous epithelial cells found on prepared specimen slides. (a)
Representative transmission image of two overlapping cells and (d) the corresponding spatially
resolved map Σ(x, y) calculated by PWS. (b) Example of a folded isolated cell and (e) the
corresponding map of Σ. (c) Isolated, non-folded cell classified as “suitable” for our study and
(f) the corresponding Σ(x, y).

From the results of these 139 human clinical specimens, we developed the following
optimal characteristics of good quality specimen slides: (a) > 70% of cells present in a slide
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form a monolayer of non-overlapping cells, (b) homogeneous in shape and surface features,
and (c) <10% slide-to-slide variability from a single patient in measured Σ.
Characteristics (a) and (b) were observed using a transmission bright-field microscope
while (c) was computed using the HT-PWS system discussed in Section 2.2. The established
optimal characteristics were then used as a benchmark to develop and test various standard
operating procedures (SOPs). For each protocol, acceptance ratio (ratio of good quality cells
to the total cells present within a pre-defined region of a specimen slide) and user variability
(same protocol performed by multiple users) were computed. As an example, in the traditional
smear deposition protocol discussed in Section 2.5, the user variability was ~30% and the
acceptance ratio was ~60% due to the lack of optimal slide/cell quality.
3.2 Liquid based sample collection
The major limitation of the traditional smear deposition protocol (Section 2.5) used for the
preliminary results is the high user variability in sample deposition. Figure 4 presents typical
cells from specimen slides that were prepared by three different clinical coordinators: A, B
and C. Figure 4(a) highlights the poor cell quality due to the rigorous brushing technique
followed by coordinator A. In comparison, coordinator C prepared samples with cells that
satisfy all the optimal sample conditions above. To understand the diagnostic impact of this
user variability in sample preparation, we performed a clinical study on 46 human clinical
patients (25 smokers without lung cancer; 21 smokers with lung). These differing methods of
preparation had a dramatic effect on the diagnostic performance, with samples collected by
coordinator A showing the least significant effect in buccal PWS (ES < 30%) compared to
those collected by coordinators B and C (ES > 90%). Consequently, there is a huge need for a
sample preparation protocol that is not only stable but also shifts the sample preparation away
from the PCP office into a centralized laboratory.

Fig. 4. The smearing deposition is affected by an individual’s technique and a majority of the
results are not reproducible as observed from intra-coordinator and inter-coordinator
comparisons. (a) Clinical coordinator A’s smearing technique – the brush was smeared backand-forth in repetitive motions producing a very poor deposition of cells, (b) Clinical
coordinator B’s smearing technique – extreme pressure may have been applied on the brush
head producing only a few suitable cells, (c) Clinical coordinator C’s technique was most
suited in producing many suitable cells for PWS analysis

Our group developed a custom liquid-based cell transfer method that reduces the overall
variability in sample preparation. With this technique, the cells are first obtained using a
cytology brush, then immersed into a vial containing the storage and transport solution. The
vial containing the cells in solution is shipped to a centralized facility where slides are
prepared using a custom sample deposition system. In order to standardize the liquid based
cell transfer method, we identified (i) a suitable storage/transport solution that maximizes the
acceptability ratio of the collection; (ii) an optimal sample deposition/transfer method that
reduces the user variability of sample preparation and increases the acceptability ratio of the
specimen slides; and (iii) an optimal cell transport protocol for shipment of samples from the
physician’s office to the centralized lab. These protocols were developed and optimized using
buccal specimens from 150 human clinical patients and healthy volunteers, and then validated
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on 84 human clinical patients by evaluating their performance against the traditional smear
deposition method discussed in Section 2.5.
3.2.1 Storage/transport solution
An appropriate storage/transport solution must fix the cells to impede the metabolic process
and bacterial growth, minimize mucus and cell debris, while maintaining the cell
nanoarchitecture. We tested commercial solutions, such as CytoLyt and Surepath, as well as
common fixative/storage solutions such as methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, formaldehyde,
glutaraldehyde, etc. on a population of 60 healthy volunteers. Samples were collected in
different storage solutions and monitored over time. The storage solution was the only
parameter that was varied in these experiments while keeping all other parameters exactly the
same. Following sample collection, the samples were deposited (Section 3.2.2), fixed in
ethanol, and stained prior to acquisition following the protocol mentioned in Section 2.5(c,
f).The effect of the solutions were determined qualitatively (assessing cell suitability) and
quantitatively (using Σ). The values of Σ were monitored between the different storage
solutions using relative intercellular variability. While the cells in CytoLyt were stable over
10 days, the solution produced excessively overlapped cells, generating a low acceptance ratio
(~30%). Similarly, storage solutions such as formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, etc. made
significant alterations to cell structures, resulting in an acceptance ratio < 10%. Low
concentrations of ethanol (10% to 45%), in particular 25% ethanol, satisfied our defined
‘optimal characteristics’. 25% ethanol kept the samples optimal for up to 10 days without any
bacterial contamination (acceptance > 70%) and produced a lower intercellular Σ variability
of ~16%. Alternatively, high concentrations of ethanol (> 70%) reduced the quality of cells
(acceptance ratio < 10%). While 25% ethanol maintains the shape and structure of the cell, the
high concentration of ethanol creates osmotic shock on cells in solution leading to a rapid
deterioration of the cell quality.
3.2.2 Optimal sample deposition/transfer method
Once an optimal storage/transport solution was identified, we developed an optimal
deposition method to transfer samples onto a specimen slide (clinical samples in preliminary
studies were deposited according to Section 2.5(b)). We tested different liquid based cell
deposition methods including (a) the commercial Thin Prep kit (Hologic Inc.), (b) a manual
deposition of the liquid onto the glass slide using a pipette and (c) a custom developed
automated spray deposition method. Our results indicate that the custom spray deposition
method using 25% ethanol as a storage solution performs better (acceptance ratio > 70%, user
variability < 5%) than the Thin Prep kit, the current gold standard of clinical Pap smear
(acceptance ratio ~29%, user variability < 5%). In this enclosed custom-developed spray
deposition system, a sample is loaded into an airbrush, attached to a pressurized air-line. An
electronic valve is opened via push button switch, causing air to pass a liquid nozzle at high
velocity. The shear force of the air passing the liquid produces an aerosol that is propelled
towards a glass slide. The fine aerosol produces a thin film of liquid deposited across the slide
area. Since the 25% ethanol cell solution dries rapidly after the deposition, the cells form a
non-overlapping mono-layer of cells, unlike the overlapping cells observed in the manual cell
deposition method using a pipette (acceptance ratio ~48%, user variability ~20%).
The performance of the custom spray deposition method was compared to the traditional
smear deposition protocol (Section 2.5) using buccal specimens from 84 clinical patients
collected by 3 different clinical coordinators. A typical example of the cells prepared using
these two methods is visualized in Fig. 5. As seen, the custom liquid deposition method yields
a much higher proption of ‘optimal quality cells’ (acceptance ratio > 70%) compared to those
obtained using the traditional buccal smear deposition method (acceptance ratio < 35%). In
addition, the custom spray deposition method had a much lower user variability (< 5%) than
the manual smear deposition (~30%).
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Fig. 5. Representational transmission microscope images of slides prepared following the
deposition techniques that were compared for PWS System Lung test SOP optimization. (a)
Aerosol deposition at 10x (left) and 40x microscope magnifications (right), (b) Smear
deposition at 10x and 40x.

3.2.3 Cell storage and transport protocol
With the advent of liquid based sample collection and transport, temperature requirements
must be defined accurately. We tested the samples between 4°C and 40°C for storage over
time with samples from healthy volunteer to determine the effect of temperature on a
collected sample. A temperature controller was built, based on thermoelectric cooling (Peltier
effect), to maintain the various testing temperatures. The collected samples were stored at a
single temperature for upto 96 hours or cycled through fluctating temperatures for 24 hour
and 48 hour periods to determine the effect of varying temperatures during shipping and
transport. Post-storage sample processing remained consistent for all samples: spray
deposition (Section 3.2.2), fixation in ethanol and staining prior to acquisition as mentioned in
Section 2.5(c, f). For each condition, specimen slide quality and slide-to-slide variability were
quantified using Σ. Our results indicated that the cells can be stored between 1°C and 10°C
with no increase in Σ (error in Σ < 5%) for up to 5 days (acceptance ratio ~70%) from the day
of collection. In order to maintain the temperature of the sample between 1°C and 10°C, we
worked with a US based scientific products company to develop a cold storage container that
would enable us to ship the liquid buccal samples across multiple centers. A temperature
indicator is included as part of the shipping container to monitor the maximum sample
temperature. To minimize variability, samples were excluded from the clinical study if
storage temperature exceeded these tested requirements (occurs in < 2% of the samples).
3.3 Optimal specimen staining protocol
In traditional cytological applications, staining dyes are used to create image contrast due to
their absorption properties. Our group has earlier shown that dyes have two effects on optical
properties: (a) an absorption at wavelengths where dye absorption occurs and (b) an increase
in the overall refractive index outside the absorption range, causing increased scattering [50].
We have shown that staining-induced scattering is ~20 times higher for particles of size ~100
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nm relative to the unstained particle of the same size. To develop robust SOPs, it is important
to optimize both the cell staining protocol as well as the specimen storage after staining.
In our studies, we utilized a total of 234 buccal specimens from patients with and without
lung cancer to optimize the staining for maximized diagnostic performance. Specimen slides
were stained using one of the following: Haematoxylin (n = 69), Eosin (n = 60), Aniline Blue
(n = 14), and the combined Haematoxylin and Cytostain protocol (n = 91). The results
indicated that staining with Haematoxylin and Cytostain yields the best diagnostic
performance (>25% increase in Effect size over all other staining protocols). Furthermore, in
order to optimize the cell storage after Haematoxylin and Cytostain staining, the value of Σ
was evaluated as a function of storage time and temperature, which indicated that the
specimen slides can be stored at room temperature (24 ± 3 °C) for up to 10 days with less than
a 3% change in Σ.
The results of our protocol development studies highlighted the necessity of maintaining a
high level of relative humidity (RH), an environment factor that can contribute to certain
artifacts such as highly reflective regions within cells. In essence, when the specimen slides
are transitioned from immersion in Ethanol (either during fixation process or at the end of
staining procedure) to exposure to air, a low RH leads to rapid evaporation of ethanol
particles and the accompanied cellular osmotic stress creates air “pockets” inside the fixed
cells. These nanoscale chambers have a refractive index of 1.0 and the light intensity they
reflect is orders of magnitudes greater than that from the cell, resulting in a high-reflective
appearance under a reflectance-mode microscope. Comparatively, the specimen slides that are
fixed and stained at higher RH lack those highly reflective cells. Since PWS is a technique
founded on quantification of light-scattering from within the cell, the presence of highlyscattering air chambers wintin a cell is impermissible. Thereby, in all subsequent SOP
development processes the RH was maintained above 45%, successfully avoiding the airchamber artifact.
In summary, our group has developed a robust standardized protocol for buccal PWS
nanocytology using 653 specimens from human clinical patients and healthy volunteers
(characterization of optimal slide study = 139; liquid cytology study = 280; optimal staining
study = 234). The workflow representation of this protocol and the optimal parameter that
was developed for each step are shown in Fig. 6. It is important to note that several of these
steps, including sample fixation and staining can be accomplished in parallel (as in traditional
cytology); therefore, these steps are not rate-limiting for the clinical translation.

Fig. 6. Structured workflow representation of the final, optimized SOP for the PWS System
Lung Test. Standardized parameters were developed and validated on clinical subjects for each
stage in the process.
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3.4 Validation of the SOP and the HT-PWS instrument
The individual SOP steps and our improved commercial-ready instrument prototype (shown
in Fig. 7) were validated in a clinical trial. While the commercial ready system has the same
system design architecture as those described in Methods, it was designed and prototyped in a
modular manner consisting of: (a) an AOTF-based illumination module with an OEM version
of the AOTF, (b) a Microscope module with custom illumination/collection apertures built
with off-the-shelf microscope components, and (c) an Embedded PC module with software
interfaces to control the HT-PWS system.

Fig. 7. 3-D model of the commercial-ready HT-PWS prototype that will be implemented in the
centralized lab.

The aim of the validation study was to test the clinical performance using the new SOP
developed above and compare it with the traditional smear deposition protocol used in
previous sets of clinical data. This clinical study was conducted on 37 patients, including 11
cancer-free smokers and 26 lung cancer patients.
Each step of the process was controlled according to developed procedure requirements.
Preassembled collection kits were sent to clinical sites to ensure compliance with shipping
conditions. Samples were collected from one local collection center (Northshore Health
System) and from our collaborators in Boston. The collection kits consisted of a pre-filled
collection vial, blank slide and fixation vial for smear collection, gel packs for temperature
control, and appropriate labelling. Clinical coordinators were trained on-site on collection,
packaging, and shipping protocols. Samples were collected using a cytology brush and
transferred to the provided vial with the appropriate transport solution. After collection,
samples were packaged in the kits and shipped to the central processing laboratory within
24h. Upon receipt, samples were logged and stored at 4C. The liquid samples were deposited
onto glass slides using the custom spray deposition system (section 3.2.2) and fixed in
ethanol. Slides were stained using Haematoxylin and Cytostain (rapid Papanicolaou staining)
before acquiring PWS data. This data was analyzed and evaluated for diagnostic performance
of Σ.
We note that Haematoxylin and Cytostain staining (similar to Papanicolaou technique it
approximates) produces two predominant colors in cells: red and blue. This differential
polychromatic staining is conventionally used for Pap smears to distinguish mature,
superficial squamous cells (which stain red) from metabolically active parabasal or
intermediate cells (appear blue) in cervical cancer screening procedures [51].
We have found that when all cells, regardless of their color, are used for the calculation of
Σ (as per analysis performed in our preliminary studies), there is a strong differentiation
between the smoking controls and patients harboring lung cancer (ES = 96%, p = 0.0001),
which is comparable to the difference observed in our previous works [52]. Moreover, upon
the implementation of the standardized SOPs, we observed a dramatic decrease in both intra-
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and inter-patient variability of Σ compared to our preliminary studies: intra-patient variability
reduced from >30% to 8%, and inter-patient variability–from >40% to <8%.
Moreover, detailed data analysis showed that on average intermediate blue cells have a
lower Σ compared to red cells, independent of patient diagnosis. Furthermore, when either the
intermediate blue- or superficial red-stained cells were used for diagnostic comparison, the
differentiation between the two diagnostic groups was also statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Since the average value of Σ for all blue cells measured from a patient’s slide were not
correlated to the average value of Σ from red cells (correlation coefficient <0.74 for both
smoking controls and lung cancer patients), we used the Σ of intermediate blue cells and
superficial red cells as two independent parameters.

Fig. 8. Results of the validation clinical study (n = 37). Bar plots display the observed
statistically significant difference between mean Σ of (a) red cells and (b) blue cells obtained
from the smoker control population (n = 11 subjects) and the lung cancer population (n = 26) .
(c) ROC curve of the diagnostic performance of Σ based on the two parameter model (AUC =
0.85, Se = 81%, Sp = 91%).

Figure 7 displays the diagnostic results of this two-marker analysis of the validation study
data performed following the optimized SOP with the use of the commercial-grade HT-PWS
system. The first two plots represent the statistically significant difference in Σ measured from
the superficial red (Fig. 8(a)) and intermediate blue (Fig. 8(b)) cells separately, and the third
panel shows ROC curve with excellent diagnostic differentiation between the populations
with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.87, sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 91% (Fig.
8(c)). Here, a linear regression model was used to combine the two predictors (Σ of superficial
and intermediate cells) yielding a single classifier score optimizing the diagnostics
performance, following which the ROC curve was calculated for that combined score. Both
the linear regression model parameters and the optimal threshold value were trained and
applied to this single set of data.
The results validate the ability of the optimized SOP parameters and the improved PWS
instrument to consistently produce samples of very high quality and detect the nanoscale
differences with an excellent accuracy. While the protocol and instrumentation validation
study only involved 37 patients, compared to the 653 patient samples of the SOP development
process, the results provide strong proof that the developed robust-yet-simple SOP parameters
are suitable for future multi-center clinical trials and subsequent regulatory approval.
Moreover, the SOP studies discussed above also involved multiple case-control diagnostic
studies (e.g, optimal cell characteristic, optimal sample processing etc) to confirm that a
specific protocol is suitable for translation into a primary care physician’s office. It is
important to note that the current study was not intended to investigate the fundamental
working mechanism of the protocols (e.g, working mechanisms of individual stains,
storage/transport solutions etc.). While understanding these mechanisms are of academic
interest and may help to further improve the protocols in the future, it is outside the scope of
the current study, ultimately intended to find robust protocols for clinical translation.
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4. Conclusions and future directions
In conclusion, we have developed and validated a simple, robust and easy to implement
standard operating procedures for buccal PWS nanocytology as well as a commercial-ready
PWS instrument. We have validated our instrument and the standardized protocol in a clinical
study involving 37 human subjects. The improved standardized procedures accomplished a
reduction in user variability of prepared slide quality and inter-patient/intra-patient variability
in addition to a diagnostic performance consistent with previously reported preliminary
results. These studies show a strong proof that in the long term, buccal PWS nanocytology
can become a frontline risk stratification tool for personalizing lung cancer screening.
Applications of this test can range from an annual exam performed by primary care
physicians to investigations by pulmonologists and other specialists. If the buccal PWS test is
positive, the patients may be offered more expensive/invasive tests such as LDCT.
With a quality systems and procedures (QSPs) already in place, our next step is to employ
the developed SOPs and instrument to perform a multi-center blinded validation trial. We
strongly believe that with continued successful trials, buccal PWS nanocytology based risk
stratification may one day revolutionize lung cancer screening, leading to a > 90% reduction
in lung cancer deaths, similar to the impact the PAP smear on cervical cancer mortality.
Moreover, based on our analysis of the National Lung Cancer Screening Trial (NLST) data, it
is expected that the buccal PWS based risk stratification test followed by LDCT will
dramatically decrease cancer over-diagnosis by more than 85% and will reduce cancer
screening costs by over 60%.
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